Development of synapses on pyramidal and multipolar non-pyramidal neurons in the visual cortex of rabbits. A combined Golgi-electron microscope study.
A combined Golgi-electron microscope method was used to study the ultrastructural maturation of synapses on identified pyramidal and multipolar non-pyramidal neurons in the visual cortex of young and adult rabbits. In samples of 10 (time of eye opening), 14, 20 day old and 7 month old animals, fully impregnated pyramidal neurons within the layers II-V and multipolar non-pyramidal neurons mainly located in lower layer III and layer IV was studied. We found that synapses in 10 and 14 day old animals were occasionally immature in appearance. They were characterized by either a poorly defined postsynaptic band or equal rims of pre- and postsynaptic electron-dense material and could therefore not be classified as Gray type I or II. The distinction between both types of synapses was easier at day 20 and in the adults when the postsynaptic band of the asymmetrical (type I) synapses had become remarkably thicker. In pyramidal neurons the cytoplasmic organelles increased in number during development. Although a few symmetrical synapses were present on dendritic spines of pyramidal neurons in 14 and 20 day old animals, all pyramidal neurons exhibited the same types of synapses on specific sites of their neuronal surface. They received exclusively type II synapses on their somata, type I synapses on their dendritic spines and both types of synapses on their dendritic shafts. However, in the adult animals the frequency of occurrence of type II synapses, especially on basal dendritic shafts, had increased. In some cases only type II and no type I synapses were present. A striking finding in all young and adult animals was that synapses at the borderline between somata and apical dendritic shafts as well as on dendritic spines were frequently complex or interrupted. The characteristic ultrastructural features of adult spine-free and sparsely spiny multipolar non-pyramidal neurons e.g. the many cytoplasmic organelles and type I and II synapses on somata and on dendrites were already present at day 10. After day 10 the number of organelles and synapses increased prominently and in adult animals the different types of synapses on dendrites were located at relatively short intervals of about 4 microns. In contrast with the dendritic shafts of pyramidal neurons many asymmetrical synapses were observed on dendritic shafts of the non-pyramidal neurons analysed in the adult animals. Furthermore, it appeared that the number of synapses on these non-pyramidal neurons is about twice that on pyramidal neurons in day 20 old animals and about four times in adult animals.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)